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One of the primary functions of textual criticism is to detect the
genesis of errors. The «true» reading can only be discovered when
the «false» is unmasked Similarly, if the Septuagint is to be used
critically, it is essential to start by unmasking the corruptions,
misreadings or mistransiations that lie within.

The completion of a Greek-Hebrew Index of the Antiochene Text
in the Historical Books is an excellent opportunity to go through the
whole translation process and detect the most common mistakes, the
main difficulties met by the translators and the mechanisms emplo-
yed to overcome them. It is Iike looking at the reverse side of the
weave, giving an insight into the high degree of literal and formal
correspondence between the Greek translation and the Hebrew pa-
rent text in most of the historical books. At the same time it offers
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the opportunity tu appreciate the limits of the formal equivalence
and, in some cases. to get a glimpse into the presumed Vorlage of
the translators.

For the Greek, our edition of the Antiochene text has been used

as the basis of the analysis, and for the Hebrew the text of the Bi-
blia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) 2. We are aware that the Maso-
retic Text (MT) is not identicai to the Hebrew Vorlage of the trans-
Iators. We use it in the comparison for practica' reasons, since it is
the only complete Hebrew text available for those books. Moreover,
it should be emphasized that the MT agrees to a large degree with
the Vorlage of the translators, as can be inferred from a look at the
Index in which the formal, extant equivalent, is of first concern.
One may wonder why priority is not given to Qumran texts of Sa-

muel. The fact is, that apart from the fragmentary character (ca. 8%

of the text of Samuel) and occasional agreements with the Antio-
chene text, there is hule evidence tu define the textual affiliation of
the Qui-luan fragments

Much has been written recently oh the use of formal or presumed

equivalents in an index or concordance. E. Tov and T. Muraoka
have cliverseiy criticized the Hatch Sz. Redpath' s procedure, because

these scholars adhered very closely tu the formal, almost mechani-
cal equivalence in their Concordance 4. For the Index of the

2 N. FERNÁNDEZ MARCOS and J. R. BUSTO SA IZ, with the collaboration of M.a
SPOTTORNO DfAZ-CARO and S. P. COWE, El texto antioqueno de la Biblia Griega l-
in, TECC 50, 53, 60 (Madrid 1989-1996), and K. ELLIGER and W. RUDOLPH (eds.),
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (5th corrected ed., Stuttgart 1997).

«However, insufficient evidence was found to affirm any link between L and
4QSarn', except for L's dependence upon LXX, which 'vas jo turn dependen' upon
4QSam'»: cf. E. D. HERBERT, «4QSam" and its Relationship tú the LXX: An
Exploration in Stemmatological Analysis». in IX Congress of the International
Organization for Septuagint and Cogn ate Studies. Cambridge, 1995, SCS 45, ed.
B. A. TAYLOR (Atlanta, GA 1997) pp. 37-55: p. 49.

E. TOV, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (2" ed.
Icrusalcm 1997) pp. 91-100; T. MURAOKA, Hebrew/Aranvaic Index ro the Septuagint
Keyed lo the Hatch-Redpath Concordance (Grand Rapids, MI 1998) p. 8.
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Antiochene text we have adopted a middle road. We adhere to the
formal equivalence when it looks plausible after a scrutiny of the
sentence in both languages. We believe that by using this procedure
we are ensuring that the reader can make the best use of the Index
without going clown the path of the subjectivity of the presumed
equivalences. It is common knowledge that the abuse of presumed
equivalents, while they 'may be tempting, can lead to suggestions
that can be analysed in different ways by scholars, thus producing
different reconstructions. Nevertheless, in some cases and as an aid
to the reader, the presumed equivalent preceded by the abbreviation

leg (= legit) is suggested between brackets 5.

In our search for the correct correspondence, the meticulous study

of both the Hebrew and the Greek texts leads us tu some further

considerations. In some cases it is extremely difficult tu decide

whether the extant Masoretic text reflects a new equivalent for the

extant Greek or whether, in fact, the Greek is being translated from

a different Vorlage. Indeed, our knowledge of the Hebrew and Ara-

inaic as welI as of the Alexandrian Greek is limited, and I subscribe

tu the sound statement of R. Smend that «Eine Konkordanz muss in

der Gleichsetzung, soweit eine solche überhaupt durchführbar ist, so

mechanisch wie müglich verfahren und das Urteil der Zukunf über-

lassen» 6. This appreciation is also valid for an Index. Both extre-

hist as Abraharn Tromm did in his Concordance published in Amsterdam 1718
(Abrahami Trotnnzii Concordantiae Graecae Versionis Vulgo Dictae LXX

[Amstelodami et Trajecti ad Rhenum
We hope that a mine of useful information has be.en added through the new

Greek words and new Hebrew equivalents_ preceded by an asterisk in the Index.
Likewise We suggest the presumed reading in a number of obvious equivalences
signaled with an obelus by Hatch and Redpath: co:)xuciRim; 'dry' in 1 Sam 23:14.15
does not translate 1z-02, but is a doublet of the unknown geographie name
f3oppEz.c; is a stereotype cquivalent for vn: hence, it can be presumed that in 2 Chr
14: 9 the translator rcad nnos instead of nnn; in 1 Sam 13:7 it can be presumed
that the translator read cl-13.y1 as partieiple of iny (oi 3-ta3aívo■trEcj instead of the
substantive 'the Hebrews' (13)nzy?).

6 R. S MEND, Griechisch-Syrisch-Hebrilischer lndex zur Weisheit des lesus Sirach
(Berlin 1907) p. x.
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mes should be avoided: the inclusion of Hebrew words among the
new equivalents whose meaning is well outside the sernantic field_
of the Greek word 7, and the systematic exclusion of a new Hebrew
equivalent because it is not attested in other parts of the Septuagint.
The good number of new equivalents marked with an asterisk in our
Index attests to the richness and variety of the translation manifes-
ted through several new plausible correspondences. These equiva-
lents are lacking in the Hatch & Redpath Concordance, be it because
the Antiochene Greek terms are only attested in the deuterocanoni-
cal or apocryphal books (some of thern without Hebrew Vorlage), or
because they appear in the three Jewish translators whose Hebrew
equivalents are not recorded in this Concordance. Moreover, Hatch
& Redpath follow the Greek text of the codices Vaticanus, Alexan-
drinus and Sinaiticus plus the Sixtine edition (1587), but they
ignore the Antiochene text which is very different from these ma-
nuscripts in the historical books.

A careful use of the Index allows the usen to draw certain conclu-
sions in relation to the different problems of textual criticism. The
stereotype correspondence between two terms in Hebrew and Greek
n'ay lead to the restoring of a different reading from that of the MT
for the passage in question. Thus, in 2 Chr 33:7 ctloW has been
introduced in the Greek translation for the MT Taking into
account that 99% of the ocurrences of c519 have been regulad);
translated by a id5v, it can be deduced, in aIl confidente, that the
Greek translator of this passage also read ti5iv, as was the case in
the other ancient versions, and, consequently, it can be restored as a
genuine reading instead of the dubious and uncertain ❑ .15 , y of MT.
On the contrary, in 1 Chr 17:16 we come across a different text
critical panorama. MT reads «and what is my house, that you have
brought me thus far (c5n - 1,11)?». The entice Greek tradition inter-

7 Thc translation may be idiomatic or metapliorical, or may correspond to
different Vorlage, or may conceat a cornplex text crítica] problem.

prets the last part of the sentence as Ion cti.6)voÇ. But this reading
results from a- phonetic confusion between the guturaIs y and n and,
consequently, cannot be invoked as a sound witness to change the
reading of the MT that makes sense. The frequent occurrence of the
expression toS ai.dvoc in the Greek Bible has contributed to
consOlidate this reading in the Greek transmission.

This is just a sampie of the kind of textual criticism that can be
made with the aid of the Index, and which is valid for a high pro-

portion of C0111111011, abstract and concrete narres where an almost
stereotype equivalente is recorded. Notwithstanding, the critical
judgement is more difficult to exercise in other narres (for which
the translator liked the variatio or the metaphorical or stylistic
equivalence), and more especially in the verbs, where the array of
equivalents is highly diversified: for instante, E I 80)2,,ov corresponds
to no less than ten Hebrew words, and Xap.(3áveiv translates
eighteen different Hebrew forms 8 .

I shall now move on and try to identify the incorrect readings of
the Greek tradition, especially of the Antiochene text, in order to
highlight the genuine reading. I will deal with the translation pro-
cesss and the text transmission in a reverse order, going back from
a) the paleographic errors of transmission (inner-Greek corruptions),
through b) the different vocalization performed by the translator and
c) the interchange or confusion of similar Ietters in the Hebrew Vor-
lage, to d) some variant readings supported by a different Vorlage.
For the last case, the Qumran fragments of Samuel open a window
towards actual readings of the Greek confirmed by an extant
Hebrew Vorlage different from

s As Muraoka observes, «lt is obviously ili-advised to attempt to establish
mechanical patterns of correspondence between Greek tenses and those of Hebrcw»:

T. MURAOKA, «Translation Techniques and Beyond», in Helsinki Perspectives no
the Translation Technique of the Sepligagint, cds. R. SOLLAMO and S. SIPILÁ
(Helsinki - Güttingen 2001) pp. 13-22: p. 20.
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A. INNER-GREEK CORRUPT1ONS

Using the parent text as a control, some Greek corruptions can be
detected that have contaminated a part of or the entire manuscript
tradition. A few examples taken from the Antiochene text, shared
occasionally by the whole Greek tradition, will suffice tu illustrate
this phenomenon:

— A1,-'&  the regular equivalent for the Hebrew -c9 `goat'.
However, in 2 Chr 31:6 we come across a formal equivalent of cdyciSv
for the Hebrew 1:l'fp in the sequence «the titile of cattle and sheep,
and the "tithe of the dedicated things that had been consecrated to
the Lord their God» 9. In ah l probability the whole Greek tradition
has been corrupted from á.7icov tu aiyv. However, following the
manuscript tradition we have restored aiyo5v as did A. RahIfs in bis
manual edition. The reason why this new reading, so alien to the origi-
nal meaning of the Hebrew, succeeded in the text reception, is that
it makes sense also in the Greek chain of words joined to the cattle
and sheeps: Kai cti). roi fivsyKav IttE,¿Ka-ca uóuzcov Kcd Troofkurow
Kai rui5 i-cetroi a iy(Táv, Ka i iyfcrnav Tó Kupíw 0E6? ctúró5v.

— The Antiochene reading of 2 Chr 16:14 must be characterised
as an inner-Greek corruption: Kat 1K.2,..auo-av at:yrci) K2,-al50-tv
viEyet7,..riv for the Hebrew n5m n w 5iwi ('and they made a
very great fire in bis honor'). Kaí En, and KailkstÇ correspond better
to the meaning of the Hebrew root en'w, while ic7aí En/ translates'
regularly the root nn. However, the paleographic confusion
Ita.ciouniv / IKauGav and K7a13o-tv / Kat3o-tv, easy tu detect in the
cursive Greek writing, provoked the new reading in the Antiochene
branch of manuscripts w. The fact that the new reading makes sense
in the context of the verse lead to its consolidat ion within the Greek
tradition. In fact it is a doublet or alternative translation that Antio-

9 The English translation of the Hebrew, when no otherwise said. is taken from
B. M. METZGER and R. E. MURPHY (eds.), The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the
Apocrypha (New York 1989).

1° Interestingly, the correct alternativc reading ieo áicwovi.v ai:Yró'y
11C^( W,./1V has been preserved exclusively in the Alcalá polyglot Bible.
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chene added tu the reading of the current Septuagint resulting in the

following sentence: Kcri buoíricrav aireó) i.c(popetv 1,tcyc5Inv 1CC).

1K2x.uaav airccr? K7,a15crtv p.E.0 v. In a text conceived for public

reading it is essential that it has meaning. OD several occasions the
doublets of Antiochene fulfil this function by completing the sense
or clarifying the context by means of an alternative reading attached
tu the reading of the majority. The same phenomenon of a doublet
or alternative reading based un a paleographic, inner-Greek, corrup-
tion can be detected in the Antiochene text of 2 Chr 21:19: kai. o6-k-

¿310h10-EV ar 6 7,,a5; aUtoíi ¿mpopáv Kat K7a6c5tv Kata

KX1113C51..v td.,W rca.rIpatv cuitoii. Again, this alternative reading has
succeeded in the text transmission because it fits the context of

mourning for Asa' s death.

— In 2 Chr 34:22 the MT speaks of «the prophet Huldah, the wife
of Shallum... son of Hasrah, keeper of the wardrobe (ti,n2n
In the target language Shallum is no longer the keeper of the
wardrobe but 'a prophet Huldah... (po?,,i5co-csooicsav Taç ¿Vt07.áC:

('that observes the commands'!). Already Montfaucon 11 detected
the corruption of the original reading cs-coMcq, restored by A.

Rahlfs, against the é. VTO2.(5.g of the manuscript tradition. The Ando-
chene text, following his tendency tu incorporate as doublets alter-
native readings, retains the corrupted reading of the current
Septuagint and introduces a correct transIation of the Hebrew,
restoring Shallum (Sellem) as keeper of the wardrobe (il,tatto-

T157,.g): iccti aopstíeti Xs2LKIaÇ... ItpeiÇ "02,,5av rijv azpopfuttv

yuvaiKa 72 r uio OEKt6¿ nio6 Adlp TID13 Lilectuxpact:Koq 12

As Montfaucon realized. instead of (,oullocsoucrov Tet; ¿vro'Aeu; the original
reading should be cpuX.Oe-crov-L-oc, retÇ aTókb.c,, and thesc words should refer not Lo
Huldah but to Shallurn, her husband: cf. E. SCHLEUSNER, Novus Thesaurus
philologico-criticus sive lexicon in LXX et reliquos interpretes graecos ac scriptores
apocryphos Veteris Testamenti (Lipsiae 1820) sub voce

'2 This terin is the right Greek translation in the parallel passae of 2 Kings 22:14.
Did the author of the Antiochcne text take Toit illartoTt5)...axo; from this parallel
passaae? There is no trace of Hexaplaricieading Lo 2 Chr 34:22; Fields reference
points Lo alio exemplaria, in fact the reading of the Cornplutensian Polyglot which
follows the Lucianic thanuscript 108: cf. F. FIELD, Origenis Hexaplortan quae super-

sunt 1 (Oxford 1875 = HicIdesheim 1964).
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Tniv ipu2...,etcycroutrav rci kv -co2,.4. The reading of Invi as feminine
participio by the transiator (joining to the participio the article of
the following word) generated an embarrassing interpretation in the
target language and probably contributed to the succcess of the
corrupt reading ¿vto2,6tÇ instead of o - ToXCLÇ.

— When the queen of Sheba visits king Solomon, she contem-
plated and admired all his wisdom and among other things in his
palace she was amazed by the clothing of bis servants, and by his
cupbearers (1)pv."=, 1 Kings 10:5). The current Septuagint translates
this part of the sentence Teiv illaTtup."Ov caSto15 i o i zoúc o ivozóouÇ
aútoi5, in exact correspondence with the meaning of the root npv.) in
hiphil, `give to drink'. However, in Antiochene we come across Tóv
iliartuuóv cu:)Tot5 Kai -coi)Ç Eúvot5xouÇ atiyroli Chis clothing and his
eunuchs'). It is the reading of Antiochene without variants, with a
meaning far different from the original. It is not plausible to imagi-
ne a paleographic confusion at the leve] of the Hebrew between
npv,»D, the regular equivalent for o ivoxóoÇ and vv-sp, the stereotype
equivalent for Eúvoi.-.)xo; However, at the level of the Greek trans-
mission the phonetic corruption by similar pronounciation of both
terms due to the phenomenon of itacism provides a reasonable
explanation. The reading also makes sense, and is consolidated in
the text transmission of the Antiochene family of manuscripts 13 .

B. A DIFFERENT READING OF THE CONSONANTAL TEXT

The numerous passages characterised as autor in the Index provi-
de some information on misIeading translations caused by a dif-
ferent reading of the Hebrew text and, occasionally, by homophonic
transiation. I ernphasize that it is a typical phenomenon that occurs

Ms i of Brooke-McLean has still another corruption,  `chariot-
drivers'. There are no Hexaplaric remains to this hassage. Two late minuscles (243
and 244) salve the problern by ereating the doublet; roiF.; oí voxe)ouz; Kai TOil;
EúvoOzouc,- : cf. F. FIEI.D, Origenis Ilexaplorion.'ad loc.
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in the translation process at the first level of encounter of the two
languages. TransIation is a kind of reading and concretely the Sep-
tuagint is the first interpretation of an unvocalised Hebrew text. It
is a kind of performance of the consonantal text, like a score, to use
a musical metaphor. No doubt, in several cases : it is clear that the
translators were following a different reading tradition or an exege-
tical device, but in many other cases the end product can be analy-
sed simply as a misreading.

— In 1 Sam 2:31 the Hebrew word `arco', is read twice as
913:, `seed'. The Hebrew sentence «See... I will cut off your arm and
the arm of your ancestor's family» becomes in Greek Ka

¿lo7,o0pst50-co tó (-5n¿plia croo Kal T5 cyrt¿ppla Tof.) olKou
rtazpóS 0- 01).

— In 1 Sam 15:9, the different vocalization plus the confusion of
similar consonante Ieads to a new diverse sense in the target langua-
ge quite different from the parent text. Saul and the people spared
Agag, and «the best of the sheep... and the lambs (nnzn), and all
that was valuable». The plural of lamb' or `ram' is read and
interpreted by the whole Greek tradition as Td.)v exurcaAvcov =
t)rxDz, the plural of

— In 1 Sam 16:20 the Hebrew prl'7 rn r , 0> np ,-) («And Jesse
took a donkey with bread») is translated in Antiochene: KO:i 12,43EN ,

'Iscscsai óvov, Ka,i ¿TEÉOT1KEV allTéO: yól.€op lIpTcov. In all proba-
bility this sentence arose from the double transiation of a single
word linn with different vocalization as donkey (lino) and as a
measure (irp .n). Antiochene utilizes this recourse to double inter-
pretation in order to solve the brachilogy of the Hebrew; the ma-
jority text of the Septuagint understood it as yól.too. But only Antio-
chene makes a difficult sentence in Hebrew explicit. Interestingly,
the Old Latin retains the Antiochene reading: Et accepit Iesse asi-
num et imposuit super gomal - !mtis 14

.

14 The OId Latin can be consulted in the apparalus of our edition of the
Antiochene. text quoted in note 2.
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— In 2 Sam 14:17 the Hebrew word nnlx, `resting-place' is
translated by the entire Septuagint tradition by Goo-ila., reading
nmn, `offering', and changing the sense of the Hebrew sentence
«the word of my lord the king will set me at rest» into the new

1-8‘,9101yro.) &fi Toi3 Kupíou !Jou Toi5 f3at7o 81Ç
Ouo- av.

— The same source of confusion can be detected in 2 Chi- 10:10:
w5yn 5pn nnN, where Antiochene reads the preposition 51t as 5.5.1
`yoke' and translates accordingly: Kai di) vis)v kot5cptcsov Cucó Tot5
CuyoiT) ijuáv in contrast with the current Septuagint kai (7i.") él(pEÇ

An alternative reading of the consonantal text may produce a
double interpretation that Antiochene incorporates willingly into the
textual chain, as in 1 Kings 18:44, where the MT 'out of the sea',
has been translated twice by Antiochene: í55coo ¿erró 0c/Ieto-nrK

— The different vocalization of the MT may result in the inter-
pretation of some proper names as common names or verbs, with a
sense fas from that of the original. In 1 Kings 6:3 (= MT 5:32a) it is
stated that in the building of the temple «Solomon's builders and
Hiram's builders and the Giblites did the stonecutting» (15vDn
ID,52>nl crvm "32.1 IntD V) ' u), translated by Antiochene: irni'fivEy-
KCCV Ot uioi 02)..01i6.M0 Kat 01 UtOt XEtpetpt, tccti: ¿vOcf,7Lov
ctiyroi5g («and Solomon's sons and Hiram' s sons brought the stoneS
and fashioned their borders»). The majority text of the LXX reads
aEKricsav ('did the stonecutting') instead of iivEykav, and puts

the simple verb 1f3aIctv instead of ¿v¿3a2,ov. But, what is more
i mportant, the transIator read with different vocalization sons'

not `builders' ()A-2), and interpreted the proper name in the
plural `Giblites' 16 as a hiphil of 5n, `circumscribe', probably read-

15 MT: «A little cloud DO bigger than a person's hand is rising out of the sea» (n5v
n'in). The Old Greek ecvetyoucm -Uicop probably read ono n5vn. Antiochene con-Bates
both readings and obtains a meaningful sentence.

16 People from Gebal called Byblos by the Greeks.
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ing `they fashioned their borders', a different reading

accepted as ebiendation to the MT by some modem dictionaries 17.

The homophonic translation may also explain some unusual equi-

valences in the Index. In these examples there is no reason for pos-
tulating a paleographic confusion at the level of the Hebrew lan-
guage. However the similar phonetics of the Hebrew and Greek
word may have influenced the selection of terms in the translation
proceSs in passages such as 2 Chr 33:6 v yíj BEvEvvól.t for the He-

brew mri-lz («in the valley of the son of Hinnom»), or 2 Chi 30:10

-ccD ópEt 'Ecppátjtt cti Mavctuol'i for the Hebrew cr)--Ibt-yiN3.
nv.).,ni («in the country of Ephraim and Manasseh»). A phonetic

connection exists between 5) and yfi, riN and CípoÇ in Hebrew and

Greek that might reasonably explain these uncommon translations.
There may also be an underlying, diffuse conscience among Helle-

nistic Jews that Hebrew and Greek had something in common

In 2 Chr 12:11 the guard of Rehoboam, whenever he went into the
house of the Lord, would come along bearing the shields of bronze,
«and would then bring thern back to the guardroom» (n-5N niav)ni
cr)-)n). The verse has been diversely interpreted by the Greek
tradition. It is clear that the word NP, `guardroom' was not transparent
for the translators 19. They resolve the difficulty with a puzzling
translation; the majority text of the Septuagint reads Kai
¿Tuto-tp¿yov-LEÇ C IÇ CuceivTricstv 'zjav Trapatp8zóvuov. But the
hornophonic translation appears clear enough in the double sentence
of Antiochene that includes E T-1V UlátILV TCTOV rcupwrpEzóvuov, a

1? Cf. D. J. A. CLINES (ed.), The Dfctionaiy al" Classic& Hebrew, vol. 11 (Sbeffield
1995). Translation of proper names is very frequent in Antiochene. But, oc-
casionally. they are interpreted as common names: cf. ¿v TOf X6__) TEKTOV1Kik for 'at
Qir Harcsee in 2 Kings 3:25.

is H. B. RosÉN, L'hébrea el ses rapparts avec le monde classique. E.ssai
d'évaluation calan-elle (Paris 1979) pp. 25-46 and F. VINEL, La Bible d'Alexandrie.
18 L'Ecclésiaste (Paris 2002) pp. 55-57.

19 Of an unknown orig-in it means 'guard-charnber' for the outrunners: cf. L.
KOFFILER and W. BALIMGARTNERT, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon afilie Old
Tes-lamen! [translated by M. E. J. RICHARDsoN] (Leiden - Boston - KOln 1999).
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guess translation induced by the phonetic similarity of Tett.Ç with
NP 

20

. Hatch and Redpath insert an obelus instead of the Hebrew .
equivalent of the septuagintal ánávrno- tÇ, although the formal equi-
valence is beyond doubt.

C. INTERCHANGE OF SIMILAR LETTERS

Another source of misreading translations lies in the confusion of
si milar letters or groups of letters. The Index provides a mine of
information on unusual equivalences going back eventually to a
misreading of some consonants in the early square script. It is an
accident of reading or copying; in the first case it arises in the
course of the translator's deciphering of the Vorlage; in the second,
it reflects a Vorlage already at variance with the MT. It is not to be
excluded that a germine textual difference underlies some of these
variants, but in general it can be stated that the paleographic
confusion at the level of the Hebrew script is the most plausible
expIanation. The most frequent interchange of similar letters occurs
between vr.

— In 1 Sam 23: 15-16.18-19, the city where David remains
hidden in the wilderness of Ziph, Horesh is translated
systematically in Antiochene by Katvíj, obviously read as ntirrn.

— In 1 Sam 19:13.16 the uncertain Hebrew expression 0>ts,n
1,1, translated commonly as 'net of goat's hair' (Vulgate pellenz
pilosam caprarunz), is interpreted in the whole Greek tradition as
i'-ucap a i7Cov, by reading the first terco as -rp r ,

— In 1 Sam 24:3 Saul went to look for David and his men >.)D
no5y)7 ususally translated as «in the direction of the Rocks of
the Wild Goats». The majority text of the Septuagint reads
npócveyruov E35at¿tt, that is, a transliteration (cuco variantibus).

2° In the paraliel pass .¿we of I Kings 14:42 (= MT 4:28), the rnajority text of the
Septuagint transliterates e i, and Antiochene 8cicot5c.
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But Antiochene interprets KaTó. itpóowitov rtfs Oi pa; rwv ¿Xt't(pow.
This interpretation is confirmed by the reading of the Old Latin
transmitted by Lucifer of Cagliari ante facienz venationis Cer1 , 01- 1-1171.

No doubt, the translator real 'hunting' instead of the >7) , 1
`rocks' from MT. In this example the two most frequent interchan-
ges of similar letters concur: nri and vi.

— In 2 Sam 22:21b it is stated «according to the cleanness of my
hands he [the Lord] recompensed me» (>5 2.'0> v -r> 11D), translated
literally by the current Septuagint as xatel. tTjv KaElaptórrita T6)V

ZE196.01/ vion dIvran¿3o)K- ¿v Itot. However, Antiochene gives a dif-
ferent interpretation of the sentence: &gay y,tpc7)'N, sao &VtalI0-
5(50- Et reading the first word as tina. A similar graphic con-
fusion underlies the Antiochene tern 5olaal.tóÇ in 2 Sam 22:25:
Bolacsi..uk soo áruvavtt T6'n, 004+165V CLÚTO5 for the Hebrew
1»>y -t›)5 >12D.

— In 1 Sam 14:40 Saul says to all Israel: «You shall be on one
side. and I and my son Jonathan will be on the other side» (13.y5

InNn2Y5 ... -tnN). The whole Greek tradition transmits in both cases
"k 3ou7,..Eíav, reading 1211 instead of nav. Interestingly, the Antio-

chene text adds, as a doublet, a new sentence with the correct sense
according to the MT: Kal EtrtE. Eaob2,.. atpóÇ 'ten , 7aóv •YuEiÇ
'É. CY ,E0-0 E E 1.C. v lApN, wa ¿ye;.) Kci. ..zsláus0a E i

p.¿poÇ. The alternative reading, in agreement with MT, is not sup-
ported by any Hexaplaric witness, and we are probably dealing with
an early correction, already known to Josephus 21 . The double
reading 3ou"),Efavit4og, based on the interchange of 1/1 generated
a new sentence. As is well known, a trend of the Antiochene text
consists of joining double readings with small redactional retouches
to clarify the meaning so that all the informaban of the preserved
variants can be explicit for public reading.

The misreading of other graphically letters like vi, nn,
n/n, D/Z, o/1, -v -r, 9/1; letters with similar phonetics like the sibi-
lants t, v, V, or the gutturals N, n, n, y, is also reflected in the

21 Josephus, Are. VI,125: YGTaTat ¿Si' Kat' airreh; cri)v -,-Cp nett¿il Kan'
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Index. These phenomena have been recently dealt with by T. Mu-

raoka, E. Tov and A. Gelston 22. The examples abound, especially in
the transmission of the proper llames and other transliterated words.

Herewith a handful of illustrations:

Reference MT Presumed Reading Antiochene

1 Kimis 12:16 7-1 N-i ((jai) ron JI UKEW

2 Kings 10:11 »5 -r) '155ro TOibç á -yr ratv..lov-caÇ

2 Kings 16:18 7trila Osp..k?tov

2 Kingis 21:9 nyn (hipli.) .71 Yn [36Caicvo-civ

1 Chr 4:10 779-r yvéipcs-tc

1 Chr 12:33 (cial) Pon0Eiv

In 1 Kings 21:38 (MT 20:38), the prophet waited for the king of

Israel along the road, «disguising himself with a bandage over his
eyes» (i)))9-59 1DN2. .52.,91171"))). The entire Greek tradition reads this

part of the sentence Kai Ica-csEl¿o-ato hv TE7,ctu6Jvt ToiiÇ ócp0a2-

ptoi)Ç atina. Hatch and Redpath give as the Hebrew equivalent of

kata&giv the hithpael of -yDr) with a question mark. Muraoka 23 put
this root between double brackets signifying that the equivalent
given by Hatch and Redpath is implausible. He pointed with an

arrow to the ("al of rinv as the true equivalent that should repIace
that of Hatch and Redpath. However, 1 think it is more plausible

that the translator read in this passage the (jai of regularly

translated in the Septuagint by 5Eiv, liatet5Eiv. The confusion of

in the Hebrew script is frequent and- also between the sibilants
titiVo, While '0)29 in ¿jai is regularly translated by alpEtv, tyquí-

22 T. MURAOKA, «A New Inclex to 1-laten and Redpatri», ETL 74 (1998) pp. 257-
276; E. Tov, «Interchanges of consonants between the Masoretic Text and the
Vorla2e of the Septuagint», in Sha'arei Tainion, eds. M. FISIIBANE and E. Tov
(Winona Lake 1992) pp. 255-267, and A. GE,LSTON, «Some Hebrew Misreadings in
the Septuagint of Amos». VT 52 (2002) pp. 493-500.

23 T. MURAOKA, Ilebrew/Aramaie Index, p.
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CEtv and, in my opinion, its confusion with .v.nn is less probable. In
any case, it-is just an example of how the presumed equivalents can
be seen differently by diverse scholars.

The different reading based on paleographic confusion may affect
not only isolated consonants but also a group of letters, the phe-
nomenon of rnetathesis included:

— In 1 Sarn 8:16 the Hebrew reads «He will take your male and
femaIe s'aves and the best of your young men (nYviinz-nm, úne-
nos optimes in the Vulgate) and donkeys», while the Greek tradition
interprets: ¿on1ouÇ Kai -ref.Ç 3o157aÇ iiruó7w Kai 'cric
Poux62aa 6n..6.)v Tá (XlíaeCi K-ai T0i)ç ÓVOUç iii116)v. In view of the
regular equivalence between 1171 and l3o0Kóktov, it can reasonably
he presumed that the transIator read opr nro.

— In 1 Chr 22:9 the king Jehu searched for Ahaziah, «who was
captured while hiding in Samaria» epl,302. N2nnn rorn
But the Greek tradition interprets unanimously: iceni xcetaal3ov
enirr v iatogueltEvov vIcwapefá. Hatch and Redpath insert an
obelus of uncertainty by icumEneTtavov as equivalent of ND.n.
However, given the regular equivalences of kpi5l3Etv, xpi52t-ustv for
the hithpael of z'un, and, likewise, the regular equivalence of
fatpcdctv for the hithpael of ND-1, it can be presumed that the
translator read Nnrn.

Moreover, the confusion of final 1 and final ci leads to a quite
different interpretation in the Greek of 1 Sam 28:14, when the
woman medium evokes Samuel's spirit to Saul. To SauFs question
concerning Samuel's appearánce, the woman answers according to
the MT: «An oId man is coming up; he is wrapped in a robe» (0,N
5)vn rIOY Nlni n59 However. Antiochene translates with the
rest of the Greek witnesses 24: CívSpa ópOtov ával3aívovta &rue) Tfiq

24 Only the manuseripts AN followed by a fe,‘, cursives transmit ópflpio,-; 'of the
morning' or matutinus: cf. A. E. BROOKE, N. MCLEAN and H. St. J. THACKE,RAY,
The Old Testament in Greek. Par! 7, I and 11 Samuel (Cambridge 1927).
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yfIÇ, aval3sp2l,r11t Nfov 5tru7„ot8a. "OpetoÇ is a hápax of the Septua-
gint in this passage. The Hexaplaric witnesses represented by oi
Xotrcot read, according to the MT, TcpEo- Pironv. But ópOtoÇ is used
by Symmachus for the translation of Gen 1:27, the man's crea-
tion 25 . In this passage of Genesis Symrnachus inserts an explana-
tory note relying probably on an exegetical tradition that empha-
sizes the most peculiar feature of the human being in contrast with
animals, his upright stance, a tradition that can be traced back to
Justin Martyr and other rabbinic sources 26 . In contrast, in 1 Samuel
28:14 it seems that the origin of the Greek reading is not exegetical
but paleographic. The verb gpt is translated by ávop0o6v in the two
occurrences of the Bible (Psalrn 144:14 and 145:8). Moreover, it is
well attested with the meaning of 'stand upright, erect' in
postbiblical Hebrew as well as in Aramaic and Akkadian 27 . In any
case, an exegetical tradition may have influenced this version since,
according to the Midrash, when the spirits of dead people are evoked
from the netherworld, only the kings appear upright, fase first; the
other persons rise feet first. This is, no doubt, why the woman recog-
nised Samuel 21 .

Metathesis can be detected in some unusual translations, but it is
especially visible in the transliteration of proper names.

In 2 Chr 28:3: Kcci 5ttlyayE "Cá. al)1015 ÉV rtupí , for the MT
reflects a different reading from the verb 11..itC

in hiphil, a stereotype expression for «make pass through fire». In 2 Sam
22:13 it is said that «coals of fire flamed forth» (v.)N - > r1), rwn.). The
current LXX translates literally: ¿Eicat50 -ricra.v &vepecKEÇ TcupóÇ.
However, Antiochene interprets the whole sentence as 81f7LOov

xai IKTICYCV ó 6EÓ5 TóV ávelpcorrov ¿v gixeyvi 31acpbocp, eipetov ó 9S JS IICTEYEV
cdiróv, cf. J. W. WEVERS, Septuaginta. I Genesis (Güttingen 1974) p. 6.

26 Cf. A. SALVESEN, Synunachus in the Pentareuch ( Manchester 1991) pp. 2-6.
27 Cf. F. SCIILEUSNER, Arovus The.sautus, sub yace ópOio...; and P. K. MCCARTER,

1 Samuel, AB 8 (Carden City, NY 1984) p. 419. McCarter prefers the reading of the
Old Greek as more genuine.

2S W. A. VAN BEIJKEN, «1 Samuel 28: The Prophet as . a'Hammer of Witches'»,
.ISOT 6 (1978) pp. 3-17: p. 9.
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xai avepaK- Ç 7-cupó. As a matter of fact, a reading underlies.the
Antiochene - translation. It is also probable that xeÚL.a.Ca, which com-
monly translates the Hebrew 112 in the Septuagint, originated as a
double reading of this very word.

Sorne items of metathesis in the transliteratibn of proper names
are the following: 'Af3onCet for nyilv (1 Chr 2:18,19); 'A3apí for
, Tin (2 Sam 23:25); 'AcpapEí for nyD ( 2 Sam 23:25); eopyaltá
for nnmin (1 Chr 1:6), and 'Pet.TEÇ for risl (2 Kings 19:12) 29 .

I believe that most of the commented phenomena can be explai-
ned as rnisreadings during the process of translation due to the in-
correct desciphering of the Hebrew Vorlage. Consequently, they are
of secondary character arising from an accident of the transrnission,
be it in the copying of the Hebrew text itself or produced by a
misreading of the translator. It cannot be excluded, however, that
some of diese variants conceal a genuine reading.

D. TRACES OF A DIFFERENT VORLAGE,

It is common knowledge that the Antiochene text is rooted in the
Hebrew not only as part of the Septuagint tradition, but also due to
the fact that it incorporates a set of Hexaplaric corrections accord-
ing to the MT. Sometimes it is even closer to the MT that the rest
of the Septuagint tradition. Moreover, S. Brock realized that not all
the approximations to the Hebrew in Antiochene were of Hexaplaric

29 Less plausible, in my opinion, - is the conjecture in BHS of 9‘20, as metathesis
of 1.71 W in 2 Chr 20:9, based on the Antiochene or Lucianic text of the Septuagint.

occurs in a sequence of calarnities announced, «if disaster comes upon os, sword,
judgement, or pestilence or famine», and was translated by Antiochene: b5.v ¿77.),01:1

T
=
16(1; Kaltia, lionctí a, ecKpfc., OCCVOITOg”, 2,10; The majority text of the

Septuagint reads xpi oic according to the MT, instead of áicpíÇ. The regular cqui-
valent for (±1cp(c,- , is arria, while the regular translation fori99, `floocr, is
itctrakXuattóc:. Given the stereotype correspondence of (hese two words, I rather
consider cbcp -í c a secondary variant resulting from an inner-Greek corruption from

Again, this variant reading succeeded and consolidated in the text transmis-
sino because it was inserted in a sequence of dísasters that madc sense.
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provenance 30 Thanks to the discovery of the Qurnran documents for

Samuel this staternent has been confirmed. There are a few Antio-
chene deviations from the MT that are supported by 4QSauf.

The relationship between the textual witnesses of the book of
Samuel is very complex and, therefore, it is dangerous to make any
kind of generalization. OD the other hand, only with the full publi-
cation of the fragments and a thorough comparative study of ah l the

witnesses can the net of relationship be ascertained. Provisionally, it
can be stated that 4QSama was not the Vorlage of the Antiochene
text; the lack of secondary agreements or conjunctive errors between
both texts do not allow such a close relationship to be established 31.

For our purpose it will suffice to point out some agreements of
Antiochene with 4QSam1 leaving a full comparison of both witnes-

ses for a further study.

— 1 Sam 5:9: «And it ocurred that after they had brought it [the

ark of God]» (171N 11V71 nnN )n»), in the majority text of the Sep-

tuagint the translation is KfL ¿yEvOn r tci. p. wc&Osiv cdrríiv.

However, in Antiochene we come across the foIlowing interpre-

tation: cai y¿vc-co ¿v Tei) p.ETEHEiV iv ktPurcóv TupáÇ to-bq

yeeecdouÇ. This version makes expiicit the noun of the ark,
translated literally by the pronoun in the Septuagint, but, what is
more important, it mentions Gath (roi.)Ç yE0eafouÇ) as read in
4QSam" (nrn v nra.< 'ro'), but absent in MT 32.

— 2 Sam 12:16: When the Lord struck the child that Uriah's wife
bore to David, the king fasted «and went in and lay all night on the

ground» (n u vn 51 Na.)). The Vaticallus and bis group of

30 S. BROCK, The Recensions of the Septuagint Version of I Samuel (Torino 1996)

pp. 167-169.

31 Cf. E. D. HERBERT, «4QSarn' and Jis Relationship tú the LXX: An Exploration.

in Sternmatololical Analysis», p. 46.

32 Cf. E. ULRICH; The Quntran Text of Samuel and Josephus. 1-ISM. 19 (Missouia,

MO 1978) p. 95 and A. FINCKE, The Samuel Scroll Fr0172 Oumran. 4QSanz' restored

and compared to the Septuagint and 4Q.Sam'. STD.I 43 (Leiden - Boston - KOIn

2001) p. 12.
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manuscripts translate iccd. sio-fj2,0Ev 1a1 112JOi1 rti TI^IÇ

However, Antiochene renders: Kcd ¿KeteEu5Ev
CYCIKKH? n yfiv, a version that corresponds exactIy to the
reading of 4QSarna to this passage, niN pvn apvi Nin)) 33• The
Alexandrinus and the group of MN plus S OITle minuscles read

¿xotuileli accorcling to the MT. Only Antiochene
uses koBE153Etv the frequent cquivalent for :DO in the Septuagint 34.

— 2 Sam 22:43: «1 heat them fine like the dust of the earth»
(npnOtti NnN-1Dy.), has been translated in the current Septuagint:
Kcd ¿aavcr cdrcoi..) cin xvot3v But Antiochene translates the
sentence differently: Sta0kop7ut63 aúToi.)Ç dç xvoi5v rci zpócsmrov
dc.v4tou. The Autiochene version is closer to the Qumran reading
(n-IN ).)D [53 "ID D ppnwrn) than to the MT 35. Interestingly, the
Vorlage of Antiochene was not identical to that of the Qumran
fragments; it probably read rirm `wind' instead of ry-.t•N `wanderer',
the reading of the parallel passage in Psalm 18 (17):43.

— In 2 Sam 23:1, the majority text of the LXX is close to the MT,
while the Antiochene version foIlows the reading of 4QSam': Oracle
of David, son ofJesse, «and oracle of the man who was exalted on the
anointed of the God ofJacob» ,n5N1-1,0)2 5 rpn -nAn oN)1), is
rendered in the current Septuagint as Kat -rutc:rT5Ç &vi» Ziv &vas-
-clic:uy Kt5ptoÇ 7t xpluTáv eco8 'I6tx(5[3. However, the Antio-
chene family of manuscripts translates rcto-c"CiÇ avi't p bv ecvo-rricsEv

clEÓÇ xptuTóv, oE6ç 'IccmiSf3, a literal rendering of 4QSama:
np]y) ,nn5N) nwn 5N urpn CtINJ 36. It. is clear that Antiochene

read a Hebrew text similar to the fragment of Qumran, that is, 5N
(es6Ç), instead of 51) (= ¿ni.) of the-rest of the Septuagirit tradition.

33 A. FINcKE, The Samuel ,Scrali, p. 202. The Ant ochene reading is supported by
the Old Latin: dormivit in cilicio.

34 E. ULRICH. The 01(11irCUI Text, pp. 100-101.

E. ULRICH, The QUITiran Text, p. 104 and A. FINCKE, The Samuel Scroll, p. 261.

36 E. ULRICII, The 0I1177 raíl Text, p. 113 and A. FINCKE, The Samuel Scroll, p. 263.
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In two other cases, the reading underlying the whole Greek
tradition is witnessed in Qumran, not in the MT: 1 Sam 2:8-9 the
use of Ei:)7oysiv in the Septuagint is transparent of the Qumran

reading rari 37, not of a different or corrupted MT. And in 1 Sam

2:20 the current text of the Septuagint with ánotívEtv as well as
the Antiochene variant with tkvtano3t5óvat are supported by the

Qumran reading n5v.» 38 instead of the D'y) of the MT. Aitoríverv

and ávtairo8t5óvat are regular equivalents for the piel of ti5Y.)

the Septuagint, while these two verbs are never used for cr.v../.

These .agreernents between the Greek text, especially the Antio-
chene, and an extant, non-Masoretic. Hebrew, lead us to the conclu-

sion that, in all probability, severa l other deviations of Antiochene

are also rooted in the Hebrew. In this context I wouId like to point

out a series of doublets in the Antiochene text whose origin can
only be explained at the Ievel of the Hebrew, a Hebrew text dif-
ferent from the MT. Such cases also confirrn, from another pers-

pective, that the Antiochene text is rooted in the Hebrew. A typical

example will serve as an illustration:

— In 2 Kings 2:23 while EIisha was going up on the way to
Bethel, «some small boys carne out of the city and jeered at him,

saying (15 ilnr,o) ):-iv5pn)1), «Go away, bald-head! Go away, bald-

head!». The current Septuagint renders literally: ioi ructt5étput

paKpet .¿K T1Ç IffiECOÇ KOLL KO.T ÉTealCOV coircoi3 Kcti EITWV

cf. 6-u(D. Notwithstanding. Antiochene emphasizes that the boys not

only mocked him but also threw stones at him: 20enect3ápia

PAKpdt iK Tfiç 'TE621.,ECOÇ cah ¿2%, LOC:J.(0V alkÓV Kcd Kat¿natCov

aó-co) icd 2,cyov 0.1)T 6? Avál3at, (pa2mKp, &vetPutvE,

(paka,Kp¿. The use of KUT arca í (Elv for the hihtpael of

v5p is consolidated in the Septuagint. The use of Xteá(Eiv,

2,10 4o?,..Eiv for al] the forms of 5pv is aIso well attested among the

Greek-Hebrew equivalences. Consequently, it can be deduced that

37 E. ULR1CII, The Qu'oran Text, p. 119 and A. FINCKE, The Samuel Scroll, p. 9.

Is E. ULRICH, The 011177ran Text, p. 72 and. A. FIN'CKE, The Samuel Scroll, p. 10.
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this curious doublet ultimately relies on a different Vorlage with the
reading 5-13s5, or on the extant MT read with metathesis of conso-

nants by the translator. Interestingly, the Old Latin retains only this
second interpretation of the Antiochene text: pueri pusilli exierunt

de civitate el lapidabant illuin dicentes: Ascende calve, Ascende
calve.

E. CONCLUSIONS

Through the lens of translation, particularly of the Antiochene
text in the historical books. I_ have tried to point out some of the
pitfalls that may have occurred in the process of translation and
transmission. An awareness of diese mistranslations is the only way
of correctly evaluating the Greek variants for the restoration of the
genuine text. Some mistakes have been produced, such as inner-
Greek corruptions, through the frequent copying of the manuscripts.
Severa' mistranslations arose as a result of a different vocalization
on the side of the translators. Other variant readings were produced
by the confusion of similar consonants or groups of letters; these
variants or alternative readings can be explained only at the leve] of
the Hebrew. And finally, in a few cases, an extant, non-Masoretic.
Vorlage has been detected in the Hebrew fragments of 4QSain'.
These agreements open a window toward a textual stage when
different Hebrew texts were in eirculation. The Vorlage of the
Septuagint (Old Greek) was one of them. MT is the only complete
Hebrew text available, but we must be avaro that the Greek
tradition, when it deviates -from the_MT, may conceal another [ext.
with a striking resernblance, but not identical to the MT. Some

scholars maintain that the Vorlage of the Septuagint in the books of
Kins is older and probably more genuine than the MT.

There are numerous passages in the Index preceded by the
mention of the mark aliter. These draw our attent ion to the specific

texts which should allow a continuous exercise of textual criticisrn
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with ail the evidente at our disposal, and this, in the knowledge that
not every scholar will come to the same conclusions in a great many
of these text-critical problems.

RESUMEN

En crítica textual es muy importante descubrir la génesis de los errores; a veces

la lectura verdadera sólo se descubre desenmascarando la falsa, De igual manera,

para usar críticamente la Septuaginta es imprescindible descubrir primero las

corrupciones y los errores de traducción. La confección de un índice griego-hebreo

del texto antioqueno en los libros históricos es una ocasión excelente para analizar

el proceso de traducción y detectar los errores más comunes cometidos por Ios

traductores. En el artículo se estudian algunos ejemplos con relación a los

siguientes fenómenos: corrupciones internas al griego y traducciones equivocadas

motivadas por la confusión gráfica de letras (paleografía) o sonidos (fonética)

semejantes y por una vocalización diferente del texto consonántico. En varios

casos este análisis permite vislumbrar un texto base hebreo distinto del masorético.

PALABRAS CLAVE: Crítica textual, técnicas de traducción, hebreo y griego.

SUMNIARY

In textual criticism it is important to detect the genesis of mistakes: sometímes the

true reading is only reached through the unmasking of the wrong one. Likewise, in arder

to use critically the Septuagint it .is indispensable to find out first its conuptions and

mistranslations. The making of a Greekliebrew Index of the Antiochene Text in the

Historical Books is an excellent occasion to observe the translation process and find out

the most common errors 'nade by the translators. A few examples will be commented

conecrning the following issues: inner-Greek corruptions and misleading translations

caused by the graphic confusión of similar letters (paleography) or sounds (phonetics),

and by a different reading or vocalization of the consonantal text. In severa] cases this

analysis may upen a window towards a non-Masoretie Hebrew Vorlage.

KEYWORDS: Textual criticism, translation technique, Hebrew and Greek.
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